Self-Organisation Perspective to Responsible Innovation in Industry

Based on scientific literature analysis, the article examines the complex nature of the responsible innovation concept and provides the conceptual integration of a self-organisation perspective into the concept of responsible innovation within industry. Self-organisation characteristics are presented and argued as useful constructs for a better understanding of responsible innovation processes.
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Remiantis moksline literatūros analize, straipsnyje siekiama apžvelgti kompleksišką atsakingųjų inovacijų sampratą, pristatyti saviorganizacijos sampratą ir pagrindinius komponentus bei konceptualiai pagrįsti saviorganizacijos perspektyvus taikymą atsakingosioms inovacijoms industrijoje nagrinėti.
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Introduction

Innovation as a phenomenon is a highly complex and creative process. The way how and to what direction innovation is developed within the firm heavily depends on the societal context the firm is embedded in. Firms are constantly adapting their innovative behaviour based on the emerging social norms and the industrial environment (Buenstorf, 2000; Pyka, Windrum, 2003). Therefore, in this paper, innovation is understood as an evolutionary process interacting with the social context.

Currently, changes are seen towards the arising awareness to the grand challenges, i.e., global societal, ecological, economic and ethical issues, like social inequality and discrimination, sustainable development, climate change (Lund Declaration, 2009). Innovation also plays a role in this context, because its outcomes can positively or negatively affect the environment and society, thus contributing to the grand challenges (Owen, Bessant, Heintz, 2013). However, the responsibility is shared among the firms and societal members and only collective action can mitigate the grand challenges (von Schomberg, 2013). In this context, the concept of responsible innovation emerged in order to search for solutions and more responsible development of innovation
(Lubberink et al., 2017). Since firms play a key role in innovation commercialization, it is crucial to search for solutions how firms can include wider society into the innovation process and make a positive contribution into society and the environment (Berkhout, 2014; Scholten, Blok, 2015).

In this context, the concept of responsible innovation emerged and has been studied by a variety of scholars (Helstrom, 2003; Owen, 2009; Sutcliffe, 2011; Armstrong, et al., 2012; Owen, Bessant, Heintz, 2013; Pandza, Ellwood, 2013; Stahl, 2013). The notion of responsible innovation has caught important attention in recent research on innovation management recognizing its role in a long-term success (Owen, Macnaghten, Stilgoe, 2012; Pavie, Scholten, Carthy, 2014; Scholten and Blok, 2015). Responsible innovation is suggested as a new approach to innovation governance taking into account the socio-ethical aspects of innovation towards society and the environment, also by involving wider society into the innovation process (von Schomberg, 2013; Stilgoe, Macnaghten, Owen, 2013). At the same time, responsible innovation is a complex concept that includes different stakeholders of society, requires coordinated actions of various stakeholders, implementation of new ideas, activities and resources towards mitigating the grand challenges. Responsible innovation as a concept demands a systemic view and understanding.

The current nature and components of the concept of responsible innovation correlates well with a self-organisation perspective. Self-organisation is an emergent process consisting of multiple agents and their non-linear interactions (Grumadaitė, Jucevičius, 2017). Self-organisation captures the interconnectedness of different stakeholders that cause complex evolution of new routines, processes and emergence of standards (Buenstorf, 2000). Therefore, the self-organisation perspective is useful to understand the complex nature of responsible innovation in industry. Thus, we attempt to make a theoretical contribution to responsible innovation studies by presenting a relationship between self-organisation and responsible innovation in the private sector.

The research question of this paper is: How a self-organisation perspective could be applied in responsible innovation in industry?

Consequently, the aim of this paper is to reveal the conceptual link between self-organisation and responsible innovation in industry.

The objectives of this paper are:

• To explore the role of a social context of responsible innovation;
• To reveal the complexity of responsible innovation in industry;
• To define and integrate the self-organisation perspective in responsible innovation in industry.

To achieve the objectives of this paper, the method of literature analysis is employed.

The role of social context in responsible innovation

The social context of a company is formed by society and its reactions to innovations and technological progress (Castells, 2011). Firm’s innovation depends on how society reacts to the innovation. There are many reasons and aspects that lead to societal acceptance or rejection regarding the innovation. Some of them are discussed in the following paragraphs.
First, a possible reason for the rejection of an innovation is society’s distrust due to human nature, i.e., sometimes authorities, institutions or firms make decisions without having enough of the competence or all the possible knowledge (von Schomberg, 2013). This is especially relative regarding radical innovation, when there is no previous context or experience about a new product. In the case of innovations, pooling different knowledge and skills can enhance the possibility of forecasting the positive outcomes of an innovation (Palm, Hansson, 2006). However, in such a situation, it is possible that even with the best intentions of innovators to come up with the positive outcomes, some negative aspects of innovation might arise after its commercialisation (Grinbaum, Groves, 2013; Grunwald, 2014). In most cases, innovators are just not capable of anticipating all the possible outcomes of an innovation. Moreover, there are cases, when the innovative product was used for a negative purpose by other societal members, for example, the dynamite, and the innovator could not forecast such a radically different use of the innovation.

Second, innovators and/or employees working at firms are citizens themselves, and should act in such a way as they were the end consumers of what they develop and commercialise into the market (Pavie, 2012). However, the reality is that there are many cases when firms fail in developing innovations in a responsible manner, and individuals, who belong to a firm, are constrained by corporate contracts and afraid of losing jobs or financial status. Thus, the innovation process is complex and systematic, involving different actors and affecting the whole ecosystem. This situation could be described as “organised irresponsibility” (Beck, 1997). Therefore, R. Owen et al. (2013) suggest that it is necessary to share the responsibility in order to achieve more positive outcomes of an innovation.

Also, companies start to show some motivation for developing innovation in a more responsible manner, taking into account not only internal organisational responsibility, but the external as well, which concerns society and the environment (Čeičytė, Petraitė, 2014). On the one hand, organisations are forced to integrate the higher level of responsibility, because this is part of being competitive among other organisations. On the other hand, firms seek for the trust of society, since its norms and requirements are changing towards more responsible behaviour (von Schomberg, 2013). According to B. C. Stahl (2013), organisations must have their fundamental normative principles by seeking to evaluate if the developing innovation is acceptable for society.

Although innovation is usually regarded as a positive source of the economy, T. Hellstrom (2003) notes that society faces the problem of modernity by focusing only on the techno-economic progress instead of developing innovation upon the normative principles. Therefore, negative aspects of the innovation are remaining mostly unnoticed. Possible negative consequences of the innovation can increase the so-called grand challenges that include social inequality and discrimination, sustainable development, climate change, etc. (Lund Declaration, 2009). As the grand challenges are caused by multiple and complex actions of societal members, including firms, these global problems are difficult to manage and mitigate. Therefore, the grand challenges are also referred as “wicked problems” (Rittel, Weber, 1973). Furthermore, there is a need
to integrate a wider range of the related stakeholders into the innovation development in order to foresee possible negative consequences of the innovation (Stilgoe, 2013). This would allow to holistically develop the innovation towards the benefit of society and the environment and society would have a possibility to participate in the innovation process, which could lead towards the societal acceptance of an innovation. Thus, the concept of responsible innovation that has emerged it is important to explore in this context.

The complexity of responsible innovation in industry

The concept of responsible innovation emerged as a need to assess and govern controversial socio-ethical aspects of emerging technologies like nanotechnologies, big data, genomics, etc. (Scholten, Blok, 2015). Responsible innovation can be defined as a new approach to innovation governance taking into account the ethical acceptability, sustainability and societal desirability of innovations (von Schomberg, 2013). Responsible innovation is defined as “a transparent, interactive process by which societal actors and innovators become mutually responsive to each other with a view to the (ethical) acceptability, sustainability and societal desirability of the innovation process and its marketable products (in order to allow a proper embedding of scientific and technological advances in our society)” (von Schomberg, 2013, p. 9). Since long-term effects of innovation are notoriously difficult to predict, responsible innovation is being used as a framework to mitigate the unintended negative consequences of innovation by including related stakeholders into the innovation process of the firm (Blok, Lemmens, 2015).

The question is then how a company can make use of the responsible innovation concept in its innovative practice? In literature on responsible innovation, there are few different approaches to development of the framework of responsible innovation. Some scholars suggest technology assessment (Hellström, 2003; von Schomberg, 2012a; Grunwald, 2014), value sensitive design (van den Hoven, 2013), design thinking (Pavie and Carthy, 2013).

However, the most dominant in the responsible innovation literature (Burgert, Bardone, Pedaste, 2017) is the AIRR framework proposed by R. Owen, P. Macnaghten and J. Stilgoe (2012). They suggested the four responsible innovation dimensions, such as anticipation, inclusion, reflexivity and responsiveness. Each principle raises its own specific questions which help to assure that ideas are examined in a broader perspective towards responsible innovation. The first dimension is anticipation, which is defined as involving “systematic thinking aimed at increasing resilience, while revealing new opportunities for innovation and the shaping of agendas for socially-robust risk research” (Stilgoe, et al. 2013, p. 1570). Inclusion of various stakeholders is important offering more opportunities to solutions when dealing with the grand challenges (Cagnin, Amanatidou, Keenan, 2012) and sharing different, maybe even opposing opinions, combining contrasting interests, etc. (Blok, Hoffmans, Wubben, 2015). Reflexivity, the third dimension of responsible innovation, is determined as institutional and scientific practice, which is “holding a mirror up to one’s own activities, commitments and assumptions,
being aware of the limits of knowledge and being mindful that a particular framing of an issue may not be universally held” (Stilgoe et al., 2013, p. 1753). The last dimension, responsiveness, is about being capable of changing or shaping the direction of an innovation in response to values of stakeholders and wider society (Lubberink et al., 2017).

The aforementioned responsible innovation dimensions also reflect the need to have a systematic view for the concept of responsible innovation. Firms are interconnected with society, and basically act as complex adaptive systems (McKelvey, 2001, Plowman et al., 2007). If a traditional approach to innovation is changing from mechanistic towards a complex view, then the responsible innovation concept integrates and demands even more complexity. As R. von Schomberg (2013) suggests, firms should integrate stakeholders and become mutually responsive to each other. This means that the firm’s innovation process is shared with the firm’s stakeholders, therefore, they should evolve into one system. Although in the responsible innovation literature it is required to include non-economic stakeholders like citizens, public groups, etc., firms are already intensively including their partners and suppliers, or are involved in clusters and associations that usually represent economic stakeholders. Since firms have skills of including economic stakeholders, it is important to understand how they can be motivated to include non-economic stakeholders, as well and how it could be understood as a positive action. Since innovations are driving most of the economies, it is possible that innovating firms are involving in self-organisational processes with other stakeholders (Biggiero, 2001; Rycroft, Kash, 2004).

The changing societal context towards the awareness of societal, ecological, economic and ethical issues is noticed by companies, because they scan the changes of norms and societal behaviour (Petraitė et al., 2017). Firms are constantly experiencing instability and they tend to change their behaviour regarding new challenges that arise in their environment. The more firms are in a higher instability, the more they are capable of changing their behaviour (Plowman et al., 2007). Such the endogenous and exogenous co-evolution is referring to the phenomenon of self-organisation. Self-organisation is most noticed in inter-organisational collaborative activities in highly complex sectors like bioengineering, aircraft or telecommunications (Rycroft, Kash, 2004). Such collaborative innovation networks “are able to combine new scientific and technological capabilities and recombine old ones without the intervention of a central controller” (Rycroft, Kash, 2004, p. 187), therefore, these collaborative networks have experience and further potential to self-organisation. In the following section, the connection of responsible innovation and self-organisation is analysed.

**Self-organisation perspective application in responsible innovation**

According to G. Buenstorf (2000, p. 126), self-organisation is seen as a “process of emergent order at the system level generated by the non-linear interaction of the system components. In turn, macro-level properties influence the components’ behavior”. The fundamental research question that studies in the self-organisation field seek to answer is “Where does order
come from?” (Pyka, Windrum, 2003). At the systemic level emerge new structure and order that primarily are based on the system’s components (agents) interactions without centralised control (Allen, Lesser, 1991). The interaction of interdependent agents of the system is described by information exchange, taking actions and continuous adaption to the feedback about other’s action instead of conforming to centralised control (Chiles, Meyer, Hench, 2004). Because agents act upon new emerging properties and structures that are new and unplanned, agents come up with new solutions and processes (Plowman et al., 2007). Such an interaction between agents gives ability for a system to co-evolve. A self-organising system distinguishes itself by a clear sense of identity, norms and culture. The most important indicators for a self-organising system is high level of confidence and co-operation, open and transparent communication. Regarding responsible innovation, transparency is one of the key characteristics.

It is important to achieve common collective behaviour, otherwise, chaotic behaviour can dominate. Collective behavior is described by the fitness. In the self-organising system, agents are co-evolving by improving their fitness regarding the environment. Therefore, the fitness is based on the decisions of other agents in the self-organising system. It is crucial for agents to avoid self-pragmatism and self-interest. Such egoistic behaviour would have a negative impact on the whole self-organising system, because they start to compete instead of co-operating. Thus, the self-organisation framework helps to describe and understand the development processes of complex systems (Buenstorf, 2000).

The self-organization perspective gives an opportunity to understand the complex behavior of the firm and how the firm interacts with the environment, which consists of culture, norms and institutions (Buenstorf, 2000). Also, self-organisation emphasises “the heterogeneity of firms, the rules that govern their individual behaviour, and the rules governing the interaction between firms” (Pyka, Windrum, 2003, p. 247). Therefore, regarding responsible innovation, if one firm or a related stakeholder starts to implement responsible innovation, this act influences other firms as well.

How the characteristics of self-organisation can enhance the understanding about responsible innovation? In this paper, disequilibrium state, non-linearity of interactions, positive and negative feedbacks, and emergence are used to better understand how responsible innovation could be employed in industry.

**Disequilibrium state.** The more the system is not disturbed, the more higher level of order appears (Buenstorf, 2000). Disequilibrium state means that the system is disturbed by the micro-level agents (Allen, Lesser, 1991). They are creating tensions (Uhl-Bien, Marion, McKelvey, 2007) or triggers that include new ideas, information, activities, resources, etc. (Chiles et al., 2004). Regarding responsible innovation in industry, the current system is experiencing disequilibrium state, because of the changing norms of society towards responsibility. New ideas about how innovation should be processed, what should be the outcomes of the innovation are disturbing the way how the industrial system currently works. The institutional context also plays a role by creating new policy incentives towards mitigating the grand challenges. Therefore, new activities
and resources are required to implement into the firm's innovative activities to meet the new social context. However, new ideas, activities and resources are explored and implemented in a self-organising system that usually have an entity responsible for the system's core capabilities and new direction of innovative activities. In this system, firms are transferring new behaviour into their own innovation activities (Rycroft, Kash, 2004). For responsible innovation, it means that a firm or any kind of organisation should come up with new ideas how to adapt to the new societal requirements and form a self-organising network in which firms and different stakeholders should develop and implement new innovation practices towards mitigating the grand challenges and including wider society from the ideation phase.

**Non-linearity of interactions.** In the self-organization literature, non-linearity appears in multiple interactions among the actors of a system. These interactions appear from time to time, including numerous feedback loops. Positive and negative feedback loops exist among the actors of the system, between lower and higher hierarchical levels (Pyka, Windrum, 2003). Non-linearity of interactions shows the ability to connect the actors and evolve into a one self-organising system. This characteristic is also relative to the responsible innovation process. It combines multiple interactions among different stakeholders of society. Firms with stakeholders should be able, however, to interact and evolve together towards responsible innovation.

**Positive and negative feedback.** Through the feedback loop the self-organising system is able to reorganise itself into a new structure (Buenstorf, 2000). Surprisingly, negative feedback is more useful than positive, and it correlates with responsible innovation as well. The positive feedback helps a self-organising system to lock-in into specific paths. For some of the time lock-in situation helps the self-organising system to maintain advantage by being a standard in the market. Usually, positive feedback leads to an emergence (Pyka, Windrum, 2003), which is described in the following paragraph. Since the positive feedback mechanism exists, the self-organising system is only evolving from the inside, i.e., the feedback from the outside is not making an impact on the system anymore. Therefore, positive feedback can lead to the edge of chaos, because the system becomes closed and not developing itself anymore by including new ideas and activities (Buenstorf, 2000). Therefore, negative feedback is playing a crucial role by helping a self-organising system to avoid chaos and constantly develop itself and evolve. Eventually, self-organisation is a mix of positive and negative feedback (Buenstorf, 2000). Regarding responsible innovation, negative feedback is also emphasized by including stakeholders with their opposing opinions regarding innovation. Thus, inclusion of wider society into the firm's innovation processes can lead to critical situations with negative feedback, but at the same time, a firm could avoid a chaotic situation. When a firm tries to avoid negative feedback and only seeks for positive feedback, it cannot evolve and adapt to the new environment.

**Emergence.** As mentioned earlier, the positive feedback is leading to the emergence of some specific new behaviour or standards that a self-organising system established. Emergence is a bottom-up situation, when agents from a micro-level get
the positive feedback to their newly established ideas and actions (Pyka, Windrum, 2003). Positive feedback gives a confirmation to a self-organising system that they are adequate to the new environment with their actions. The emergence of new behaviour of the self-organising system leads to the institutionalisation, which is expressed by tagging mechanisms, i.e., new brands, symbols, certificates, etc. The tagging mechanisms reveal the new order and identity, through which certain cultural behavior and norms are revealed to society (Witt, 1987). Thus, micro-level initiative can become a new standard at the macro-level (Pyka, Windrum, 2003). The existing tagging mechanisms currently include some of the practices related to responsible innovation, like corporate social responsibility (CSR), cradle to cradle, sustainable development, etc. Societal members and firms self-organised into a system with the goal to reflect the existing issues and develop new standards. In case of responsible innovation, currently, many initiatives arise from the European Commission (European Commission, 2008; 2011; 2012). Therefore, it is important to better align the concept of responsible innovation with the industry (Scholten, Blok, 2015), so that firms could also contribute to the new self-organising process towards responsible innovation within each firm.

**Conclusions**

In this paper, the perspective of self-organisation was employed in responsible innovation in industry. Due to the complexity of the concept of responsible innovation in industry, self-organisation seems to be a suitable approach to better understand how responsible innovation could be implemented in the firms’ innovative practice. In this paper, four characteristics (disequilibrium state, non-linearity of interactions, positive and negative feedback, and emergence) of self-organisation were analysed in terms of responsible innovation in industry. *Disequilibrium state* revealed the possibility for responsible innovation to emerge in firms’ practice. The changing societal context towards mitigating the grand challenges is leading firms to the disequilibrium state. Therefore, firms have to self-organise into new clusters or networks, which could help to better understand the urgent matter for more responsible practice in innovation development. Via a self-organising system that includes both firms and related stakeholders, new ideas and practices reflecting responsible innovation concept could be implemented in firms’ innovative activities. *Non-linearity of interactions* reflects the multiple and interactive nature of agents of the system. This characteristic helps to better understand how firms and their stakeholders are interconnected, and reveals the need to integrate stakeholders into the responsible innovation processes within the firm. The included stakeholders are crucial for their positive and negative feedback. The positive feedback of stakeholders regarding responsible innovation can lead into the emergence of newly established practices and cultural norms within the self-organising system. If responsible innovation became a new standard among self-organising firms and stakeholders, this standard would be followed by other firms as well. But the negative feedback of stakeholders is even more important, because of the critical insights of stakeholders towards the firm’s innovation. The negative feedback of
included stakeholders can help to sustain a continuous improvement and adaptation to changes in the environment, therefore constantly reflects the issues and evolve towards the right direction, in this case, towards the implementation of responsible innovation within the firm.
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Aplinkai. Tampa aišku, kad įmonėms būtina derinti inovacinius procesus su besikeičiančiu kontekstu, tačiau atsakingųjų inovacijų tyrimuose vis dar stokojam sisteminės perspektyvos į atsakingasias inovacijas industrijoje.

Atsakingųjų inovacijų samprata koreliuoja su saviorganizacijos teorija, teigiančia, jog saviorganizacija yra naujos tvarkos kūrimas aukštesniame sistemos lygmenyje, iniciuotas žemesnio lygmens veikėjų sąveiką be centralizuotovaldymo (Buenstorf, 2000; Grumadaitė, Jučevičius, 2017). Šiame straipsnyje siekiama saviorganizacijos perspektyva išnagrinėti atsakingasias inovacijas industrijoje.

Atsižvelgiant į išdėstytą problemą, šio tyrimo klausimas: kaip saviorganizacijos perspektyvos taikymas gali padėti geriau suprasti atsakingųjų inovacijų procesus industrijoje?

Atitinkamai **tyrimo tikslas** yra konceptualiai pagrįsti saviorganizacijos perspektyvos taikymą atsakingosioms inovacijoms industrijoje.

Tyrimo tikslui pasiekti iškelti šie uždaviniai:
- Atskleisti socialinio konteksto vaidmenį atsakingosioms inovacijoms.
- Apibrėžti atsakingųjų inovacijų kompleksiškąją industrijoje.
- Teoriškai apibrėžti bei pagrįsti saviorganizacijos perspektyvos taikymą atsakingosioms inovacijoms industrijoje.

**Tyrimo metodai.** Straipsnyje iškeltą tyrimo problemą teoriniame lygmenyje siekiama išspręsti remiantis mokslinės literatūros analizės metodu. Mokslinės literatūros analizė atlikta remiantis daugiausia užsienio mokslininkų atliktais tyrimais.